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Unit Model Identification

X X - X X X X X X X X X X
Special features

S = Standard
V = Standard with drain pump
H = Standard with humidifier
J = Standard with drain pump and humidifier
R = Standard with Electrical Heater
B = Standard with Electrical Heater and drain pump
M = Standard with humidifier and electrical heater
K = Standard with humidifier,electrical heater and drain pump

Refrigerant
P = R-410A
A= Chilled Water

Power Supply
A = 220V – 50Hz – 1ph
B = 380V – 50Hz – 3ph
D = 220V – 60Hz – 1ph

G = 380V – 60Hz – 3ph

Stages

Air Direction
For Indoor Units For Outdoor Units

5 RT
F = Front and Back Return
L = Side and Back Return
D = Right Side an Back Return
I = Left Side an Back Return

H = Horizontal

6 to 15 RT A = Upflow

Controller
For Indoor Units For Outdoor Units

C = Controller C = Controller

DX Units Only (IW Series)
Indoor Unit Outdoor Unit

C = Scroll compressor inside
M = Variable Capacity compressor
inside.
I = Without Compressor

R = Without Compressor
E = With Scroll Compressor
V = With Variable Capacity compressor

CW Units Only (ID Series)

A = Fan Coil

Nominal Capacity : Ref Tons

InterRack type Precision Air Conditioners
IW = DX Units (Indoor/Outdoor).
ID = CW Units.

VALID ONLY FOR IW or ID.
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Safety Information

Read the instructions carefully to become familiar with the equipment before trying to install, operate, service, or maintain
it. The following special messages may appear throughout this manual or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards or
to call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure..

DANGER

DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious
injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can result in death or serious
injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can result in minor or
moderate injury.

NOTICE

NOTICE addresses practices not related to physical injury including certain environmental hazards,
potential damage or loss of data.
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Safety Notices for While Installing This Equipment
Read and adhere to the following important safety considerations when working with this equipment. Follow all local and
national regulations when handling refrigerants.

DANGER

HAZARD OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, EXPLOSION, OR ARC FLASH

• Apply appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) and follow safe electrical work practices. See
NFPA 70E or CSA Z462.
• This equipment must be installed and serviced by qualified personnel only.
• Turn off all power supplying this equipment before working on or inside the equipment.
• Always use a properly rated voltage sensing device to confirm power is off.
• Replace all devices, doors, and covers before turning on power to this equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

HAZARD FROM MOVING PARTS

Keep hands, clothing, and jewelry away from moving parts. Check the equipment for foreign objects
before closing the doors and starting the equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

HAZARD OF EQUIPMENT FALLING OVER

• Use two or more persons at all times to move or turn this equipment.
• Always push, pull, or turn while facing the front and rear of this equipment. Never push pull, or turn while
facing the sides of this equipment.
• Slowly move this equipment across uneven surfaces or door thresholds.
• Lower leveling feet to floor when this equipment is at rest.
• Lower leveling feet and attach joining brackets to adjacent racks when this equipment is in final position.

Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.

NOTICE

The interconnection pipes must be isolated throughout the line, in order to avoid loss of performance and
ensure the proper functioning of the equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions will result in death or serious injury.
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Application Field

WESTRIC IW precision air handling units have been developed to be installed in rack computing centers to act directly on
the hot spots, and save energy thanks to their EC fans.
Its function is to control the temperature and humidity of the racks 24/7, making decisions in order to maintain at all times,
the programmed conditions

General features

IW units are manufactured using galvanized, pre-painted steel sheets, ensuring a long service life of the cabinet housing
without the need of repainting or other maintenance procedures.
To enable its cooling operation under low outdoor temperatures, WESTRIC air conditioners with air-cooled condensation
are equipped with electronically-controlled modulating condensation, allowing complete control of the operating conditions.
The evaporator section has a large coil and a high air flow which ensure high performance under sensible heat.
The electrical heaters accelerate the dehumidifying process by reheating the air.

 Stainless steel drain pan. Stainless steel made, collects the condensate and funnels it to the drain line

 Deshumidification. In case dehumidification is necessary, this will be done by reducing the fan speed of the air
handling unit. This function acts automatically thanks to variable capacity EC fans and factory programming.

 Air Filters. 30/30 medium-efficiency filters ensuring the cleanliness of air circulating through the evaporator.

 EC Fans. High efficiency EC fans, modulate their speed through the controller to obtain the necessary air flow for each
moment of the refrigeration cycle, in this way they increase the energy saving.

 Clogged-Air Filter Switch This device acts when the accumulated dirt on the filter decreases the air flow, which is
transmitted to the controller, the system first gives a warning alarm and if the filters is not replaced the controller leaves
the unit out of service, this causes the units in the same network increases its flow to try to replace the out of order unit.

 Klixon Thermal Protections. This thermal protector will disconnect the heating system in case of blower motor failure.
Each set of resistors has its own independent protection.

 Electric heater for heating Their electrical output is practically equivalent to the one of the compressor, so that power
consumption during cooling or heating operations is the same.

WARNING
- THIS APPLIANCE IS NOT DESIGNED FOR USE BY PERSONS, INCLUDING CHILDREN, WITH REDUCED PHYSICAL,
SENSORY OR MENTAL CAPACITIES, OR LACK OF EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE, UNLESS THEY HAVE BEEN
SUPERVISED OR INSTRUCTED ABOUT THE USE OF THE APPLIANCE BY PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR USE
SECURITY.

- CHILDREN MUST BE SUPERVISED TO ENSURE THAT THEY DO NOT PLAY WITH THE APPLIANCE

- THIS UNIT MUST BE INSTALLED ACCORDING TO NATIONAL, STATE AND / OR MUNICIPAL SAFETY REGULATIONS
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Control Panel

The units are controlled by a built-in panel. The panel houses the controller, which are connected to other units via
interconnection terminals.
Therefore, the operation of the unit is entirely automatic.
The controller has a Flash memory which records the operating program and it also has multiple inputs and outputs. The
unit receives data from sensors and controls different elements of the system.
Using the display and keypad built into the controller makes it possible not only to obtain data about the conditions in the
room, but also the fault data log. Using an access code or password the user can enter the menu to change temperature
or humidity set points, cycling parameters, etc.
The control panel is able to receive the signal from a power-free contact from a fire control room; this signal is used to
switch off the units in case the fire alarm is triggered.

Main elements of unit panel:
 Microprocessed controller
 Power Supply Transformer
 General circuit breaker
 Air inlet/outlet temperatura sensors
 Relative Humidity Sensor
 Phase monitoring relay
 Terminal blocks

 Controller. Each system is controlled by a dedicated controller for air conditioners.

 Temperature sensor. This sensor sends information to the Controller about changes in room temperature.

 Humidity sensor. This sensor sends analog information to the Controller about changes in room humidity.

 Controller alarm outputs. The system has alarm outputs which are triggered when one or more units are out of
service.

 Phase monitoring relay. This sensor is used to detect under- or overvoltage conditions, missing phase or phase
asymmetry.
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Different air flow configuration
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IW – 005/006 Side Air Flow-Rear Air Return Indoor Unit Dimensions:
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IW – 005/006 Front Air Flow/Rear Air Return Indoor Unit Dimensions:
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IW – 005 Outdoor Unit Dimensions:
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IW – 006 Outdoor Unit Dimensions:
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Technical Data Sheet

DESCRIPTION UNIT IW-005 IW-006

CAPACITY @ 32 ºC DB / 19ºC WB (~ 28 % RH ) INDOOR

TYPE - STANDING
BRAND - WESTRIC
STANDARDS - ISO – 9001- 2015
ORIGIN Country ARGENTINA
POWER SOURCE 380 VAC – 50 HZ – 3 ph
POWER FACTOR - 0,95
EER - 3 3,4
POWER CONSUMPTION KW 5,8 5,9
TOTAL CAPACITY Kwf 17,6 20,2
SENSIBLE CAPACITY Kwf 16,7 19,2
AIR FLOW m3/min 60 - 34 66 - 40

INDOOR UNIT WIDTH mm. 300
INDOOR UNIT HEIGHT mm. 2.000 (2.070 with wheels)
INDOOR UNIT DEPTH mm. 1.100
INDOOR UNIT WEIGHT Kg. 170 (*) 210 (**)

OUTDOOR UNIT WIDTH mm. 1160 771

OUTDOOR UNIT HEIGHT mm. 757 945

OUTDOOR UNIT DEPTH mm. 420 740

OUTDOOR UNIT WEIGHT Kg. 75 (*)  / 110 (**) 85(*) 120(**)

(*) WITHOUT COMPRESSOR – (**) WITH COMPRESSOR
COMPRESSOR
TYPE - SCROLL / VARIABLE CAPACITY SCROLL
QUANTITY N 1
NOMINAL VOLTAGE - 380 VAC – 50 Hz – 3 ph
QUANTITY Kw 4,8 5,1
CURRENT DRAW Amp. 8,4 8,9

OUTDOOR UNIT FAN
TYPE - AXIAL
DIAMETER mm. 508 550
QUANTITY N 1
DRIVE - DIRECT

OUTDOOR UNIT FAN MOTOR
NOMINAL VOLTAGE Volts 220
QUANTITY Nº 1
CURRENT DRAW Amp. 2,7 1,7
POWER CONSUMPTION Kw 0,56 0,36
DRIVE - DIRECT

EC INDOOR UNIT FAN
TYPE - EC
DIAMETER mm. 220
QUANTITY N 5

RPM MAX n/min 3060
CONTROL 0 – 10 VCC

POWER CONSUMPTION Kw. 0,095

CURRENT DRAW Amp. 0,8

NOMINAL VOLTAGE Volts 220
DRIVE - DIRECT
BEARINGS BALL
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INDOOR UNIT COIL

AREA m2 0,58
ROWS N 3
TUBE DIAMETER mm. 9.52
FINS PER INCH N 16

OUTDOOR UNIT COIL

AREA M2 0,88 1,78

ROWS N 2 1
TUBE DIAMETER mm. 9.52
FINS PER INCH N 13 16

ANTI FREEZING
TYPE - ELECTRONIC

BRAND - WESTRIC

MODEL - CVTR

ORIGIN - ARGENTINA

HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE SWITCHS

RANGE
HIGH Kg / cm2 /  PSI 30 – 43  /  (420 – 610)
LOW Kg / cm2 /  PSI 3,5 – 6,4  /  (50 – 90)

AIR FILTER

TYPE - Washable
DIMENSIONS mm 920 x 215 x 8
QUANTITY -

ELECTRICAL HEATING RESISTORS (OPTIONAL)

MODEL - 3 x 800W
QUANTITY Nº 1
NOMINAL VOLTAGE Volts 380
STAGES Nº 1
CURRENT DRAW AMP. 3,6 A per PHASE
POWER CONSUMPTION Kw 2,4

RECOMMENDED PIPE DIAMETERS FOR COMPRESSOR ON THE INDOOR UNIT
SUCTION  (inch) ½”

LIQUID  (inch) 3/8”

RECOMMENDED PIPE DIAMETERS FOR COMPRESSOR ON THE OUTDOOR UNIT
SUCTION  (inch) ¾”

LIQUID  (inch) 3/8”

LOGIC CONTROLLER 3/4” BPS
BRAND - DANFOSS
MODEL - MCX

ORIGIN Pais ROMANIA

DRAIN PUMP (OPTIONAL)

MAX. VERTICAL DISTANCE m. 4

MÁX. HORIZONTAL DISTANCE m. 10

HUMIDIFIER (OPTIONAL)

Flow Rate Power Nominal Voltage Phases Current Draw
3 Kg / h 2.25 Kw 380 VAC 3 Ph 3.2 (A)

-Components subject to availability.
-Specifications subject to change without notice.
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CAPACIDAD @ 35ºC EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE 3/4” BPS

Unit 30ºC / 19wb 32ºC / 19wb 35ºC / 20,2wb

IW-005

TOTAL
CAPACITY

Kw 16,8 17,6 18,9

SENSIBLE
CAPACITY

Kw 15,7 16,7 18,9

IW-006

TOTAL
CAPACITY

Kw 19,4 20,2 21,5

SENSIBLE
CAPACITY

Kw 18,2 19,2 21,5

Temperature and Humidity Working Range

WARNING: If the indoor humidity is too high, the condensation effect around the coil can generate too much
condensed water, which could cause a water spill or trigger an alarm.

Nota: If it is in a not operable condition, use an auxiliary dehumidifier or an air conditioner to adjust the interior
temperature and humidity until it falls within an acceptable operating rang
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IW-005/006 External Components

Item Description Item Description

1 PLC Display 6 Rear Door

2 Front Door 7 Top or bottom pipe access

3 Swiveling Casters 8 Top or bottom wire access

4 Wheels

5 Removable Side Panel
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IW-005/006 Internal Components (front view)

Item Description Item Description

1 EC Fans (Qty. 5) 7 Evaporator Coil

2 Protection Grille 8 Service Valves

3 ON/OFF Lever 9 Filter Drier

4 Operation Manual Holder 10 Humidity and Temperature Sensor

5 Drain Pump (Optional) 11 Power Factor Correction Capacitor

6 Compressor 12 Dirty Filter Pressure Switch
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IW-005/006 Internal Components (rear view)

Item Description

13 Washable Air Filters

14 Electrical Panel (slideable)

15 High Temperature Limit Switch

16 Electrical Heater
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IW-005/006 Internal Components (front view) with humidifier

Item Description Item Description

1 EC Fans (Qty. 5) 8 Evaporator Coil

2 Protection Grille 9 Service Valves

3 ON/OFF Lever 10 Power Factor Correction Capacitor

4 Operation Manual Holder 11 Humidity and Temperature Sensor

5 Drain Pump (Optional) 12 Dirty Filter Pressure Switch

6 Compressor 13 Humidifier

7 Filter Drier
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IW-005/006 Internal Components (rear view) with humidifier

Item Description

14 Washable Air Filters

15 Electrical Panel (slideable)

16 High Temperature Limit Switch

17 Electrical Heater

18 Humidifier flute
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Slideable Electrical Panel View
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Receiving and transport the unit

- Move the unit as close as possible to the installation site before removing the packaging and the pallet. During transport,
the unit should be kept upright.

IMPORTANT:

 All the manipulations of the unit must be carried out by at least two people.

 Never put yourself on the front of the unit when you are sliding down the ramps.

Checking of unit upon receipt

Upon receiving the units, carefully inspect them to verify that they were not damaged during transportation and also that
there are not missing parts. Notify the company in writing of any damage that might have been caused during
transportation.
Check that all items supplied with the units are included in the packaging as well as the items needed for installation.

 Bolts, nuts, cables, silicone sealant, etc. (Not provided)
 Special supports for lifting. (Not provided)

ID / IW 010 012 015

H 2205 2205 2205
A 800 800 800
B 1200 1200 1200
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Once the unit is in its intended location, use a wrench to adjust each leveling foot until it makes contact with the floor.
Adjust each foot until the unit is level and plumb.
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Installation and Assembly
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Ilustratives examples of installation with confined aisles

 Cold aisle - Front Air Flow

Only illustrative figure, does not indicate the disposition, nor the quantity of necessary equipment.

 Hot  aisle - Side Air Flow

Only illustrative figure, does not indicate the disposition, nor the quantity of necessary equipment.
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 Hot aisle - Two Side Aire Flow

Only illustrative figure, does not indicate the disposition, nor the quantity of necessary equipment.
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Electrical Wiring

The power supply to the unit is made directly to the Main Breaker, located on the electrical panel of the unit. The Air
Handling Unit has a neutral terminal block separated from the Main Breaker.

IMPORTANT:

NOTE: In the three-phase power supply with neutral, identify reliaby the neutral wire and check that between phase and
phase are the required 380V, measuring between phases.

STANDARD COLOR CABLES

Name COLOR
“R” Phase Brown
“S” Phase Black
“T” Phase Red
Neutral Light Blue
Ground Yellow - Green

It´s required, BY SAFETY STANDARDS, to connect the ground cable provided on the electrical panel with a
terminal for this purpose.

Make sure that the voltage to be supplied to the unit is what is required for that model, verifying it with a voltmeter.
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Phase Monitoring Relay

This element protects the unit from asymmetry of phases, from high and low voltage peaks that the network can supply,
and eventually from the lack of a phase

TELEMECANIQUE (RM4T)

If the GREEN LED U turns on, it indicates that the power input is correct.
If the GREEN LED U plus the YELLOW LED R of the protector are active this indicates that the operation is
correct.

In case of failures, they will be indicated with the LEDS as explained below:

GREEN LED U off: Indicates that there is no power supply to the main breaker.
LED YELLOW R off: Indicates that the input power to the machine is not in symmetry. Place the phases (3 x
380) in symmetry (R - S - T), inverting two input phases to the main breaker. If when inverting the two phases
the relay does not get back the supply, it will be necessary to verify that between the Neutral and the three phases
have 220V, otherwise identify the Neutral, (that is not mixed between the phases) and place the phases in
SYMMETRY . Once this task is completed, the relay will automatically activate the YELLOW LED R.
LED> U on: Indicates that there is more voltage than necessary, wait for it to normalize
LED <U on: Indicates that there is less voltage than necessary, wait for it to normalize
LED P on: Indicates that there is a lack of one or more phases, check the power supplier.

ABB (CM-MPS)

If the R / T YELLOW LED is on it indicates that the operation is correct.
If the R / T YELLOW LED flashes, it indicates a timer working

In case of a fault it will be indicated by the LEDS F1 (red), F2 (red) and R / T (Yellow):

F1 On: OVERVOLTAGE
F2 On: SUBVOLTAGE
F1 and F2 On: PHASE UNBALANCED
F1 On, F2 Flashing: PHASE LOSS
F1 and F2 Flashing alternately: PHASE SEQUENCE
F1 On, F2 Flashing: NEUTRAL LOSS
R / T, F1 and F2 Flashing: THRESHOLD VALUES OVERLAPPED

CARLO GAVAZZI (DPB71)

If the GREEN LED lights up, indicates that the power input is correct.
If the three phases are present in the correct sequence, and are within the maximum and minimum values, the
YELLOW LED will light up.

In case of failures, they will be indicated with the LEDS as explained below:

If one or more phases exceed the limits by a maximum or minimum, the YELLOW LED will turn off and the
RED LED will flash at a frequency of 2 Hz and then remain lit.

If the phase sequence is incorrect or a phase is missing, it will be indicated by the RED LED flashing at a
frequency of 5 Hz.

Brand and model subject to availability
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Maximum Distances between Indoor and Outdoor Units (Compressor on the outdoor unit)

For R-410A WESTRIC Split Systems

Compressor
Capacity

Maximum
Length

Recommended diameters according to the pipe length (outdoor unit compressor)
1 to 5 meters Up to 10 meters Up to 15 meters Up to 20 meters Up to 30 meters

Vert. Total Líq. Gas. Líq. Gas Líq. Gas Líq. Gas Líq. Gas

18 KW 9 30 3/8” 3/4” 3/8” 7/8” 1/2” 7/8” 1/2” 1” 1/2” 1”
20 KW 9 30 3/8” 3/4” 3/8” 7/8” 1/2” 7/8” 1/2” 1” 1/2” 1”

Performance loss 0 % 1 % 2 % 3 % 4 %

Maximum Distances between Indoor and Outdoor Units (Compressor on the indoor unit)

For R-410A WESTRIC Split Systems

Capac.
Comp.

Lenght
Maximum

Recommended diameters according to the length of the pipe

1 to 5 meters Up to 10 meters Up to 15 meters Up to 20 meters Up to 30 meters Up to 45 meters

Vert. Total Líq. Gas Líq. Gas Líq. Gas Líq. Gas Líq. Gas Líq. Gas

18 KW 25 45 3/8” 1/2” 3/8” 5/8” 1/2” 5/8” 1/2” 5/8” 1/2” 3/4” 1/2” 7/8”

20 KW 25 45 3/8” 1/2” 3/8” 5/8” 1/2” 5/8” 1/2” 5/8” 1/2” 3/4” 1/2” 7/8”

Performance loss 0 % 1 % 2 % 3 % 4 % 5 %

When the compressor is above the evaporator up to 6 m., An oil trap should always be made at the beginning of the rise
to the condenser.
When the height exceeds 6 m. a trap should be made every 4 m. approx. between each, the total sum should not exceed
9 m. in height.
When you have greater heights than 9 m. an oil separator must be placed between the compressor and the condensing
coil, to avoid the expulsion of the oil to the circuit and that can not return to the compressor, due to the great height
difference.

Important: When get the pipes through the walls, cover the tips to avoid the dirt. The refrigeration pipes must be clean of
dirt and oils and at the moment of welding them it is convenient, to circulate low pressure nitrogen to avoid slag, by the
oxidation of the torch inside the pipe.

Once the welding is finished, from the service valves, circulate high pressure nitrogen through the pipes, to expel any
waste that may have.
Once the interconnection is finished, vacuum the pipes from high and low service valves or on the outdoor unit if it lacks of
service vales and charged with refrigerant gas.
If for any reason it is necessary to vacuum from a single pipe and to the indoor unit, warm the, with the hand so that it
opens and make a vacuum to the whole system.
Once finished and with the unit running for a few hours, check that the oil level (where it has a sight hole) is at normal
levels; otherwise, add oil until you reach the level.
Our units comes fully loaded from factory, and allows up to 5 meters of pipes without adding gas.
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Estimated additional refrigerant required - (per meter of pipe in the liquid line)
OUTDOOR UNIT COMPRESSOR

NOTE: Once the unit installation is completed and after a period of operation, check that the unit pressures are adequate
(high: 480 psi and low: 120-130 psi). Verifying also that the power consumption of the compressor is at the nominal value
of the manual. Take care to cover a little the condenser coil if it is a cold or warm day to simulate approximately the
pressures on a hot day.
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Estimated additional refrigerant required (per meter of pipe in the liquid line)
INDOOR UNIT COMPRESSOR

NOTE: Once the unit installation is completed and after a period of operation, check that the unit pressures are adequate
(high: 480 psi and low: 120-130 psi). Verifying also that the power consumption of the compressor is at the nominal value
of the manual. Take care to cover a little the condenser coil if it is a cold or warm day to simulate approximately the
pressures on a hot day.

NOTICE: TAKE THESE VALUES AS ESTIMATED AND ALWAYS VERIFY THEM WITH A UNIT TEST
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Maintenance

NOTICE: Cut the power supply of the unit before performing the maintenance process.

Drain Pan:

Check that the drain hole is not clogged and try pouring water with a bottle, free runoff through the drain.
A siphon-type trap must be made at the outlet of the drain for the easy drainage of the water according to the
figure.

• Air filters:

One of the fundamental requirements for a good working of any air conditioning unit, is to make sure that the air filters
remain clean. The IW-010/012/015 units are provided with average efficiency filters, which is advised to periodically check
the cleanliness and once an alarm ocurred by dirty filter, replace all the filters.

• Coils:

If the filters have not been kept clean or by the action of the time of use, the unit´s coil will surely be dirty, this is translated
in a remarkable performance loss and consequently a bad operation of the system. When the coil is dry, remove the
thickest parts at sight with a brush, then with a vacuum cleaner remove the dust. If the coil still remains dirty or with signs
of grease, wash it with some light detergent.

• Electrical Panel:

For the maintenance of the electrical panel of, disconnect the General breaker.

Check the electrical panel by adjusting the contact screws and / or breakers, verify manually that the contacts can move
freely. If there is dirt on the contacts, clean them with a spray for that purpose.

Gas charge

Once a general maintenance has been carried out, if any symptom of lack of refrigerant gas is observed, proceed as
follows.
Place the pressure gauges on the service valves, an ammeter clamp on the power cables of the compressor and start the
unit.
Star raising the pressure covering the condenser coil until it reaches 480 psi high and 120 to 130 psi low, at this pressure
the power consumption of the compressor should be as indicated in the technical datasheet of the manual, or on the label
attached to the electrical panel. If not, add gas slowly, allowing it to stabilize, checking the previous parameters.
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Failure detection system for EC fans (IW-005/006 Only)

IW units includes an EC fans failure detection board (54-1168-00).
EC fans send pulses to the board indicating its status and it detects if an anomaly occurs, indicating it to the PLC.
The board has an LED that informs its status and if a fault occurs, which is the defective fan.
The following table describes the LED states and its corresponding indication:

LED STATE INDICATION
Off No power
Continuously Blinking Standby: The board is waiting for the PLC to turn on the fans
On The board is monitoring each fan state
1 Blink and a large pause Failure on Fan 1
2 Blinks and a large pause Failure on Fan 2
3 Blinks and a large pause Failure on Fan 3
4 Blinks and a large pause Failure on Fan 4
5 Blinks and a large pause Failure on Fan 5

In case of a fauliure, the PLC stops the fans, remaining in a fault state, at which time the LED status of the board must be
checked to determine which fan caused the failure.
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System Operation

The operation of the unit is completely automatic, the program and the setpoints are factory configured, so no adjustment
is necessary on the start up unless the client specifically requests it.

The system is composed of one or more air conditioning units. In the case of more than one unit connected in the same
communication network, these all work together but each one makes the decision of cooling and ventilation individually
based on the information obtained from their own sensors.
Once a unit fails, the rest of the units will increase their capacity to cover the failure unit through the variable speed of EC
fans.

Start Up

To turn on the system, the power supply must be connected and all the breakers must be turned on through the main
knob of the unit.

Permanent shutdown

To permanently shutdown a unit, turn off the main breaker through the main knob that is located behing the door of the
front panel.
This type of shutdown is recommended only when repairs are needed; note that this this type of shutdown causes the loss
of communication between the PLCs and therefore the remaining units will have communication alarms.

Cooling Control

The Westric´s IW units offers all the precision units functions, the hot aisle air enters the units by the continuous mode
fans, then it is filtered, cooled and returned into the cold aisle.

Return air sensors:
The unit has two temperature sensors, one placed one third the height from the floor and the second two thirds the height
from the floor, in this way the controller can determine which is the hottest condition of that air inlet.
It also has a relative humidity sensor.

Outlet air sensors:
Like the return sensors, the unit has two output temperature sensors, one placed one third the height from the floor and
the second two thirds the height from the floor.

Cooling temperature control:
The controller modulates the speed of the fans that is governed by an algorithm in the program of the controller, which
makes the decisions to maintain the temperature of the cold or hot aisle and obtain the greatest energy savings. The unit
is factory configured to work with the input sensors (hot aisle) to contrast against the temperature setpoint.
To change this configuration by the outlet sensors (cold aisle), you must request it to specialized personnel who will
perform this task.

The parameters described here are indicative.

Cold aisle cooling 20 ° C ± 0,5 ° C
The unit takes the air from the hot aisle, cools it and returned it into the cold aisle.
The compressor starts when the temperature exceeds 20.5 ° C and switches off when it drops below 19.5 ° C. The
controller, based on an algorithm of its program, modulates the fans and the start of the compressor to stabilize the cold
aisle at 20 ° C.

Hot aisle cooling 30 ° C ± 0,5 ° C
For the hot aisle the controller uses the same algorithm with the difference that the hot aisle setpoint is 30 ° C

These devices are factory configured with the input air temperature sensors for the reference of the setpoint, that is to say
that it controls the "Hot Aisle", it has the possibility of configuring its operation with the air outlet sensors "Cold Aisle", For
this type of configuration you must request it from factory when purchasing the unit, or if installed, this task must be done
by the official service.

Heating 15 ° C ± 1 ° C (Optional)
The heating turns on at 14 ° C and turns off at 16 ° C.
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De-humidification control:
In the presence of high humidity, the controller modulates the speed of the fans by lowering it to be able to extract the
excess of humidity, this modulation occurs when the compressor is on. To perform this process, the controller uses the
humidity sensor information found in the air inlet.

De-humidification control by reheating resistors (optional):
In this case the resistors are switched on if the unit is outside the cooling range until the humidity drops or reaches the
cooling value, if it reaches the cooling value, the resistances are turned off and starts cooling.
With this system it is possible to dehumidify, predominating as a fundamental factor the smallest change in the
temperature that the room must maintain.
This function can be enabled or not in the user's password modification screens.

Humidification 35% ± 0.5% (units with humidifier only)
In a single stage. When the system detects low humidity, the unit that is conditioning the room turns on the humidifier
system until it exceeds the value of the regulation.
This function is independent of cooling or heating.
Control is proportional Ex: 35.6% does not humidify, 35.4% generates 10% steam, 35% generates 50% steam, 34.5%
generates 100% steam.

Alarms
All the alarms are logged in a history which stores up to fifty values, once this limit is reached it begins to overwrite the
oldest one. The sampling mode is the alarm description, day and hour in which it occurred, apart from the unit alarms, the
manual restore of the alarms is recorded, and the power up of the controller.

Timers

• Dirty filter: if the system detects a dirty filter it turns on an alarm but it does not turn off the unit, in the adjustment values
the number of hours that the unit can work in this state is determined, after this period the unit stops.

• All entries are filtered with a delay of 3 seconds to avoid false alarms by noise.

• The opening of the rest of the protection circuits stops the unit.

Communication between units

Unit´s PLCs located in the same conditioning system, are interconnected via RS485 using the CanBus protocol for
communication, through this communication each unit obtains the status information of the rest of the unit, in this way if
one has some drawback the others correct their performance to help cool the site.
To establish communication, a cable with the following characteristics should be connected. The cable must not share
pipes or trays with other high voltage or high current cables, it must not pass near sources of high voltage or high current,
nor near fluorescent light tubes, nor any other source of electromagnetic induction.

Cable Characteristics:

Characteristic impedance: 120 Ohm +/- 10%;

Cable types:
Two types of cable can be used based on the required protection:
1. Twisted pair with ground: short distances, without nearby power cables.
2. Twisted pair with earth and screen: long distances, disturbed environment.

The connection for monitoring is made according to the RS-485 standard. This consists of three cables:

 RS-485 - D+
 RS-485 - D-
 GND - COM

The RS-485 D + and D- cables transmit a differential communication signal.
In addition, there is a ground wire for the common mode reference voltage.
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Cable Lenght:
Lenght (m) Max. baudrate Minimum Wire Gauge Suggested Type
1000 125 K AWG22 Belden 3106A/3107A

Recommendations:
The communication lines are of the "differential" type and it is fundamental for a reliable communication, to connect all the
units of the network with a ground cable.
Use a twisted pair to connect the differential signals and use another conductor (for example a second twisted pair) to
connect the ground.

Standard topology:
The nodes must be connected according to the topology of the network. This means that the communication cable is
connected from one device to the next without deviations.

Connection scheme:
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DANFOSS CONTROLLER VIEW

Illustrative character image subject to modifications

Reference:

A: Power Source 24VAC
B: Expansion Valve
C: CAN communication with others master or slaves Westric´s units
D: Analog inputs 1 to 7
E: Digital outputs 1 to 5
F: Digital output 6
G: Analog outputs 1 to 3
H: Not used
I: Communication RS-485  Modbus slave
J: Digital inputs 1 to 8
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OPERATIONS PANEL - DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD

Illustrative character image subject to modifications

It consists of a graphic display of 88x150mm, illuminated by LEDs, and the keyboard has six buttons.
The parameters, faults, registers, etc. can be displayed and modified through the display and the keyboard.

The display has a system of energy saving that prolongs the useful life of the LEDs that illuminate it, this system is
activated when any key is pressed, the light is turned on, if no key is pressed after a while the illumination lowers its
intensity.

If you stay more than 5 minutes on any screen without pressing any key, the system returns to the main screen (it is the
screen that shows the unit function, temperature, humidity, time and date).

Cleaning the screen:

Use a soft cloth lightly moistened with water.

PLC` LEDs

GREEN -> "Normal" No alarms present.
YELLOW -> "Warning" indicates that there was an alarm. It is normalized by pressing "X" for a few seconds in the alarm
menu.
RED -> "Fail" Indicates that an alarm is present.

PLC management:

On the main screen:
 Use the UP and DOWN arrows to scroll through the display screens.
 Use the arrow <- (LEFT) to enter the input / output screens.
 Press ENTER to access the main menu.
 Press X to display the alarms.

On the alarm screen:
 X is used to exit.
 Press and hold X to clear all alarms that have normalized.
 ENTER is held down to clear only the alarm that is displayed (if it has been normalized).
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On the main menu:
 Use the UP and DOWN arrows to scroll through the menu.
 Use ENTER to enter a lower level in the menu tree or to enter edit mode.
 X is used to return to the previous level in the menu tree.

In edit mode: (value highlighted in white)
 Use the UP and DOWN arrows to edit the value.
 ENTER is used to save the new value and exit edit mode.
 X is used to exit edit mode without saving the changes.

On the input / output screens:
 Use the UP and DOWN arrows to scroll through the screens.
 Press X to return to the main screen.

SCREENS

Parameter Display
Press the UP and DOWN arrows to scroll through them.

Main screen

Ventilation                      ES1
Input sensors

Temperature: 23°C
Humidity: 30.9%

15:07:18
23/02/2018

In the upper left part, we can see the current state of the unit: Ventilation, Cooling, Dehumidification, Humidification (in
case of having a humidifier) and Stop.
In the upper right is the identification / hierarchy of the unit in the network, with "ES1" being the first unit, "ES2" being the
second, etc.
Temperature, shows the highest temperature of the unit's input or output sensors (configurable), the selected sensors are
the ones used as reference for the setpoint.
Current relative humidity, the sensor is in the suction of the unit.
If there is an alarm, it is indicated by a blinking sign.

SENSORS STATES

Selec.                       Selec.
INPUT OUTPUT
27.5°C                      14.4°C

27.5°C 14.4°C
30.9%RH                   40%

In the upper two lines it is indicated that sensors are selected to work with the thermostat, this is an illustrative image, only
one will be seen in the controller.
On the left side is the temperature indication of the air inlet or hot aisle sensors.
On the right side is the temperature indication of the air outlet or cold aisle sensors.
The relative humidity is displayed in the lower left.
In the lower right, the current speed of the evaporator fans.
In the function of cooling, heating or dehumidification with resistors (optional), they work at 100%. In dehumidification they
modulate its speed by reducing it.
When it is only ventilating, it reduces its speed for greater energy saving.

Current parameters
Cooling 30.0 ° C
Heating 14.0 ° C
Dehumid 60.0%
Humidifier 30.0%
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Setpoint with input sensors

In this screen the programmed values (setpoints) are displayed for each function. It must be taken into account that for
cooling, it must be adjusted according to the selected sensors: If the input sensors have been selected, a setpoint
between 30 and 33ºC is recommended, while if the output ones are selected, a setpoint between 20 and 23ºC is
recommended

Temperature and Humidity
Alarms delay

0 seconds

In this screen the programmed time delay value of the temperature and humidity alarms is displayed.
If there is a temperature or humidity alarm, it will only appear if the amount of time programmed in this instance is in that
state, if the time is zero the alarm will be immediate

Temperature Alarm
High 35.0 ° C
Low 10.0 ° C

In this screen, the programmed values for the temperature alarm are displayed. If the temperature exceeds any of these
values, the unit will fail. It must be taken into account if the input or output sensors were selected, since the alarms will be
different for both cases.
The reset of this alarm is automatic, when the ambient humidity value is within the programmed range.

Humidity Alarm
High 85.0%
Low 25.0%

In this screen, the programmed values for the humidity alarm are displayed, if the humidity exceeds any of these values,
the unit will fail.
The reset of this alarm is automatic, when the ambient humidity value is within the programmed range.

Low pressure switch
Retry: Yes

Time between
Retries 5 Min.

In this screen, you can see if you have and the number of retries to re-start the unit again in case of a low-pressure alarm
(Low pressure switch).
It is displayed if the retry function is activated, and the time it takes the unit to retry starting.

Low pressure switch
Amount of retries 3 times
Current retries 0
Total time 60Min

In this screen, more values are displayed for the low-pressure alarm. The first is the number of times the controller retries
the start of the unit after an alarm by low pressure switch. Once this amount is reached, the unit will not retry, being
stopped by failure. "Current retries" indicates at the moment, how many restart attempts the unit has made due to an
alarm by low pressure switch. The "Total Time" indicates the time in which the retries will be counted, elapsed since the
first failure. That is, if the maximum number of retries allowed has not been reached, after this time, the counter returns to
0.
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Dirty filter
Turn off at: 72hs
Time elapsed: 0hs

This screen shows the number of programmed hours during which the unit can operate since it detects that its filter is
dirty, until it stops.
It also shows the number of hours it has been running with the dirty filter at the time.
If the filter is replaced or cleaned, the alarm will disappear, but the counter is left with the accumulated number of hours, to
normalize the counter it must be entered in the modification screens of the user with password and erase it.

Operating Hours
Fan 1 25
Fan 2 25
Fan 3 25
Electrical Heater 11
Compressor 19

This screen shows the operating time of each component of the unit in hours.

Program

WESTRIC
xx_xxxxxxx_xxxxxx

_xxxxxxxxx_xxxxxx

This screen shows the program version recorded in the controller.

Alarm History Display

From the main screen enter the main menu (press enter) -> Alarm History (press enter) Then pressing the ↑ or ↓ arrows
you can see up to 50 historical faults, each with a description of the fault, date and time in which it occurred and date and
time at which it was normalized. After occupied position 50, the oldest ones are overwritten. In addition to the alarms, the
controller is switched on (energized) and manual fault clearing or normalization is recorded.

Display of Inputs / Outputs
From the main screen press <- (LEFT) then press Up or Down To exit press X or don’t touch any button for 5 minutes.

Inputs:

Digital Inputs
Fan 1 Thermal relay Closed
Fan 2 Thermal relay Closed
Fan 3 Thermal relay Closed
Comp Thermal relay Closed
CoreSense Closed
Low Pres. Switch Closed
High Pres. Switch Closed

The normal status of the entries is "Closed".

Digital Inputs

Elec. Heat Th. Rel. Closed
Dirty Filter Closed
Humidif. error Closed
Fire Closed
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Outputs:

Digital Outputs
Fan On
Elect. Heater Off
Compressor Off

Compressor Starts in 59s

Alarms Outputs

Non Urgent Alarm On

Urgent Alarm On

The normal state of the alarm outputs is both outputs turned on, that is, both outputs with closed contacts under normal
conditions. You can request to the factory to switch these outputs when ordering the unit.
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Change User parameters

The user has two levels of PW to enter and modify different parameters

User Settings 1st Level (factory password 0100)

From the main screen enter Main menu (press enter) then navigate with the arrows

Main menu
-L0 --------------------------------
Alarms History
ID
Language
Non used

Identification -> with the keys <┘ ↑ ↓ enter the number 0100 (default password) -> press <┘ -> User settings -> Settings
To exit press "X".

Main menu
-L1 --------------------------------
Alarm History
ID
User Settings
Language
Non Used

Login in User Settings

User Settings
-L1---------------------------------
Settings
Time-Date Config
Counters Reset

On this screen you can enter to erase the hours of operation of the fans, compressor, resistance, humidifier (optional).
Also, erase the operating hours with dirty filter.

Settings

Select temperatura sensors

Input or Output

SES Input
Selection of the sensors to be used by the setpoint:
Input = Hot Aisle (Suction)
Output = cold aisle (injection)

SetPoint
Cooling

SeR 30.0°C

Setting of the cooling setpoint, take into account for this setpoint which sensors are being used, the recommended is:
For the input sensors (hot aisle) 30 ° C to 33 ° C
For the output sensors (cold aisle) 20 ° C to 23 ° C
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Heating ON

HCa YES
Here you can activate or deactivate the heating.

SetPoint Heating

SeC 14.0°C

Setpoint heating through electrical heater.

SetPoint
Dehumidification

SeD 60.0 %

Dehumidification setpoint, when the ambient humidity is above the set point the system makes the following decisions:
1- If the compressor is on, it modulates the speed of the fans by lowering it, in this way the air passes more slowly through
the evaporator coil, the humidity of the air condenses and it runs off through a water collection tray.
2- If the compressor is off, turn on the heating elements, they lower the relative humidity and reheat the air, this causes the
compressor to start up in less time.
The electrical heater are never lit together with the compressor.
The option to dehumidify with resistors is optional and the user can enable or disable it.
It is only available in unit with resistors.

SetPoint
Humidification

SeH 30.0 %

When the humidity is below this Setpoint, the humidifier will start working.
The intensity of the humidification will be proportional to the Setpoint difference to the current humidity, that is, as the
humidity value approaches the target, the intensity of the humidifier will be reduced until it is turned off.

Dehumidification with
Resistances

DSR No
Enabling to dehumidify with resistors (see SetPoint Dehumidification)
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Alarms Delay

DAL 0S

Time in it must be a condition of temperature or humidity so that the alarm of said condition is activated.

High Temperature Alarm

AAT 35.0°C

Low Temperature Alarm

ABT 10.0°C

High Humidity Alarm

AAH 85.0 %

Low Humidity Alarm

ABH 25.0 %

Replace Filter
Off Hours

HAF 72h

The dirty filter alarm has two levels, when the pressure switch that detects dirty filter is activated an alarm is activated, the
unit does not stop, and a timer starts operating that counts hours of operation with dirty filter alarm, if the timer arrives at
the scheduled time the unit gives a new alarm and stops.
ATTENTION: When replacing or cleaning the filter, you must enter the settings to erase the operating hours counter with
dirty filter, if this task is not performed the unit will not start working or next time you will have less hours of operation with
the alarm dirty filter

User Password

L01 100
User password first level, in this screen you can change the password of the first level.
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ATTENTION: If you are going to change the password, please keep the new one in a place where you can recover it in
case of forgetfulness, because if you do not remember it you should request a sevice to Multicontrol S.A. or send the PLC
to the factory to recover it.

Setting time and date

RTC
--------------------------------
>2018 11 21 WE
YYYY MM DD WD

23 40 03
hh mm ss

Move the ">" symbol with the arrows, placing it next to the field to be edited. Press "enter", raise or lower with the arrows to
adjust and then press "enter" again to accept the new value.

Resetting counters

In this section of screens you can individually delete the operating hours of Compressor, Resistance and each of the fans,
this deletion is indicated if you replace any of these components.

Resetting hours of
dirty filter

BHf NO
Resetting hours of
Working Fan 1

BV1 NO
Resetting hours of
Working Fan 2

BV2 NO
Resetting hours of
Working Fan 3

BV3 NO

Resetting hours of
Working Compressor

BHC NO
Resetting hours of
Working Resistances

BHR NO
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Installer Settings 2nd Level (factory password 0200)

In Installer settings, enter at the top level (with this password you can also enter the User settings) where you can
configure:

Installer settings
-L2 ---------------------------------
Communication
Expansion valve
Change Pwd

Communication
In this section the parameters are programmed so that the units can communicate with each other, through this
communication each unit is aware of the status of the others that are connected in the same network, and at the same
time it sends information of its status to the rest, before the failure or absence of a computer in the network, the rest
modifies its operation to try to supply the inconvenience.
These adjustments are already set at the factory, this is done based on the data provided by the customer at the time of
purchase, they are also enabled so that trained personnel can modify them if necessary.

Unit Number

Jer ES1
Unit number configuration, all must have a correlative numbering.
N.C. -> Do not use

Additional Units

CEs 1
With this parameter it is indicated how many additional unit is in this network, without counting this unit. Ex .: ES1, ES2,
ES3 (2 additional unit)

Configuration of modBus communication
(only in the case of using the RS485 port)

Address (Modbus)

DMo 1
Modbus address: Address for the port “RS485-1” of monitoring thru Modbus RS-485.
NOTE: In case of monitoring several equipments remotely connected to a unique network, (ex. conexion to PlantWatch,

SCADA, etc.), each equipment must have a different address to be identified in the network.

Serial Configuration
(modBus)

COM 8N1
Protocol Type
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Serial Baudrate
(Modbus) X100

bAU 192
Communication Speed: 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 14400, 19200, 28800, 38400 baud.

Expansion Valve

VALV 1 [____________]
% open                       0.00%
Gas Line Temp. 25.0ºC
Low Pressure 7.6BAR

111.5PSI
Overheating 22.9ºC

Press “Down”.

MOP ON: YES
Active if: S2> MOP + SHR
MOP 13ºC 11.0bar

159.5PSI
Evapor. Temp. 2.1ºC
Overheating refer 6.0ºC

Open when To <MOP

Here we observe the current parameters of the expansion valve controller.
Only available on models with electronic expansion valve controller integrated in the PLC.

Pwd change 2nd Level

Second level installer password, in this screen you can change the second level password.
ATTENTION: If you are going to change the password, please keep the new one in a place where you can recover it in
case of forgetfulness, because if you do not remember it you should request a service to Multicontrol S.A. or send the PLC
to the factory to recover it.

Installer settings
-L2 --------------------------------
Communication
Pwd change
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Configuration of the operations panel (Display and remote keyboard, optional):

On the panel, keep the X and <┘ keys pressed at the same time for a few seconds.
In the menu, place the parameters as shown below:
STARTUP MODE-> Remote application
COM SELECTION -> CAN
MCX SELECTION -> Auto detect
CAN -> NODE ID -> (select number according to the PLC to which it is connected, see table)
CAN -> BAUDRATE -> 50K

PLC CAN
SCREEN

UNIT 1
(ES1)

21

UNIT 2
(ES2)

22

UNIT 3
(ES3)

23

UNIT 4
(ES4)

24
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TCP / IP Communication (Web Server) (Optional)

This variant allows to communicate the controller (s) of each WESTRIC IW Line unit with a PC through a 10 Mbps
Ethernet network, or directly to a PC.

The integrated Web server allows you to view standard HTML pages directly in a web browser.
This is a client application, therefore, depending on its level of authorization, control and monitor the state of the system
from a remote location.

HTML pages can be easily customized and downloaded by the end user.
Widely used programs can be used to create custom HTML pages (for example Macromedia® DreamWeaver ™ or
Microsoft® FrontPage ™) or to download them to the Web server (via FTP).

Loading the web page:

The website is already loaded from the factory.
Anyway, we detail below how to do it.

The web page is loaded to the embedded Web server in the PLC using an FTP program, we recommend using the
"FileZilla".
For this load, the following values are used:
IP: 192.168.0.250
User: "admin"
Password: "PASS" or "admin"
Port: 21
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As we can see, the following folders must be placed in the root directory of the Web server:
- apps
- config
- http
- user
If these folders already exist, make a backup of them, delete everything and then copy the new files.

Turn off and then turn on the PLC, wait 1 minute.

Login to the website:

To enter the PLC website for the first time, you must enter with the following information:
IP: 192.168.0.250
User: “admin”
Password: “admin”

Configuration of the Web server parameters:

Login to Settings -> System
Here you can change the parameters to access the PLC Web server. By default, the IP address is
192.168.0.250 and the subnet mask: / 8 (255.0.0.0) See table.
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Network settings:
Login to Settings -> Network

Here you can see all the unit connected to the CAN network of the PLCs and their identifications.
In this example we have two computers connected to each other (1 and 2) and an operations panel (21).
You can identify the PLC of each device with a name of your choice and you must select the application that
appears in the options.
For the operation panels, no action should be taken.
Press "Save" when finished.

User configuration and access levels:

Login to Settings -> Users
There are 4 levels of access to the Web page:
Level 0 -> guest, password: guest
Level 1 -> maintenance, password: maintenance
Level 2 -> service, password: service
Level 3 -> admin, password: admin
Each level has access to different parameters and the ability or not to modify them. Administrator (admin): is
the one who can define the names of all users, their passwords and access levels. You also have access to all
the parameters and the right to change them.
Service: You can edit and add users from levels 0 and 1. You can configure the communication (system). You
can configure the name of the computers. You can edit parameters.
Maintenance: You can edit parameters, you cannot edit the configuration of the communication (system).
Guest: You can only monitor certain basic parameters of the unit, without making changes.

It is possible to add or remove users of each level, placing them name and password to choice.

Quick view from the homepage:
Net:
View of the network
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Here we observe all the unit and panels that are connected to each other.

Alarms

This page shows the current alarms of all the unit connected to the network.

Units:

In "View of the network", when you click on a computer, you enter the section with all the data of that unit.

Overview

Here we can visualize the parameters that we consider most relevant and for which we want to have faster
access.
By clicking on "Manage" you can add or remove the parameters that we see here.
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Details

Here we see all the available PLC data divided into folders.
We have the current parameters, inputs, outputs and alarms.

Edit a value:

When clicking on the value of a parameter that can be edited, a window will appear to edit it.

Alarms

Here we see all the active alarms of the selected unit.
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Alarm history

Here we observe all the historical record of alarms stored in the PLC of the selected unit.

Backup

Here we can select the parameters that we want to store in a backup copy of the unit in question. Pressing
"Backup configuration" will be stored in a file on the Web server.

Restore

In the case of having made a backup of the PLC parameters, the file will be seen in order to restore the stored
values.
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Sending of alarms by E-mail

The PLC has alarm activation / reset notice by E-mail configurable for each user.
For each user that wants to receive alarms, configure the following:
1- E-mail address where you want to receive the notice.

1- Select the Alarm and Warning boxes.
2-

Configure the network where the PLC is located:
Fill network parameters:

Configure the e-mail server:
Configure the data of the E-mail server. "Name of the Site" is the name that the E-mail will show, it is
recommended that it identify the unit (s) in question.

While the level of security and configuration will be the responsibility of the client, we provide below examples
of it for two recognized mail services.
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Settings for Gmail:
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Place "Allow unsafe applications access" in "YES".

Configuration for Yahoo:
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Activate "Allow applications with less secure deposit methods"

Then save and reset the web server (Settings -> System -> Reset)

Test the configuration by sending an e-mail test.
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In case of receiving an error message when performing the test, see its meaning in the following table:
Error Code Description Action

50 MAIL_FAIL_LOADING_CA_ROOT_CERTIFICATE Contact Agent

51 MAIL_FAIL_LOADING_CLIENT_CERTIFICATE Contact Agent

52 MAIL_FAIL_PARSING_KEY Contact Agent

53 MAIL_FAIL_CONNECTING_SERVER

It does not connect to the

server.

Check domain and port of

the e-mail server.

Network configuration and

network cable connection.

54 MAIL_FAIL_SSL_CONFIG_DEFAULT Contact Agent

55 MAIL_FAIL_SSL_CONF_OWN_CERT Contact Agent

56 MAIL_FAIL_SSL_SETUP Contact Agent

57 MAIL_FAIL_SSL_SET_HOSTNAME Contact Agent

58 MAIL_FAIL_HANDSHAKE Contact Agent

59 MAIL_FAIL_GET_HEADER_FROM_SERVER Contact Agent

60 MAIL_FAIL_EHLO Contact Agent

61 MAIL_FAIL_START_TLS

The E-mail server does not
support TLS mode.

Check the configuration of
E-mail mode.

62 MAIL_FAIL_AUTHENTICATION

Authentication failed Check

the E-mail address and

password

63 MAIL_FAIL_WRITING

The authentication was

successful, however there

was a failure later. Retry, if

the failure persists contact

an advisor.
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Examples of Error / Alarm warning E-mails:

CONTROLLER TROUBLESHOOTING

• The unit is not cooling?
Check if the ambient temperature is higher than the value preset in the program.

• The unit is not heating?
Check if the ambient temperature is lower than the value preset in the program.

• The unit is not dehumidifying?
Check if the humidity of the environment is higher than the preset value.
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Carel humidifier - Maintenance

Only applicable to conditioners equipped with Carel Humidifier (Optional).
Normal maintenance operations are limited to cleaning (de-scaling) or changing the steam-producing cylinder, as well as
general cleaning of the humidifier once every 6 months.

Cylinder Maintenance:

This operation is necessary when the incrustation that has formed on the active surface of the electrodes prevents a
sufficient circulation of current.
To disassemble the cylinder, proceed as follows:

- Completely empty the water by making a bridge between the terminals located on the electronic platelet, which are the
following: GND terminal and ON terminal for manual emptying.

-To interrupt the power supply by means of the general thermomagnetic switch.

-Disconnect the steam tube from the cylinder.

-Disconnect the electrical connection of the main electrodes and high-level electrodes.

-Remove the cylinder fixing suncho.

-Lift the cylinder and extract it.

The steam cylinder can be generally reused after cleaning the saline deposits that cover the electrodes, preventing
contact with the water and therefore the flow of current.
Clean the electrodes mechanically or chemically with some existing descaling product in the market.

If the electrodes do not allow their regeneration, the cylinder must be replaced; the replacement consists only of the
cylinder body and the lining.
Renew the cylinder following the previous operations in the opposite direction, after checking or replacing the fitting of the
racord in the unloading group.

You can find pictures of these elements in point 18.2 of this manual.

Operation Manual

It is a humidifier of immersed electrodes, with the most advanced microprocessor technology.
The operation is fully automatic and can be installed in any geographical area, thanks to its adaptation to both physical and
chemical water characteristics.
This manual is limited in the particular technical descriptions to make room for the illustrations and the information
essential for a proper installation and service of the device.

Operating principle

Applying an electrical voltage to three metallic elements immersed in a water container, a current passage is established
that heats the water until it boils.
Water, even if it contains a minimum amount of salts dissolved in it, behaves like an electrical resistance that closes the
circuit over the electrodes.
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Operating Parts

When steam production is required, the electronic control closes the contactor by applying an electrical voltage to the
electrodes submerged in the water.
The current flowing through the electrodes is counted by a current transformer.
When the steam production falls below the preset value, and is followed by a water level drop, the control sends a signal
to the filling electrovalve, which sends the water to the loading tray and enters the water through the water. gravity to the
cylinder.

The loading tray is equipped with two electrodes to measure the conductivity of the supply water, reference that uses
electronic control to optimize the humidifier operation, depending on the chemical characteristics of the feed water.
In the upper part of the cylinder there are two small high-level electrodes, these electrodes control that the water level
does not exceed the maximum, above this level the water is emptied through the drain tube.
The electro-discharge valve is controlled by the control, often depending on the characteristics of the feed water, in order
to maintain the optimum salt concentration inside the cylinder.

The principle of operation is unique for all humidifiers; however, it must be remembered that in humidifiers with more than
one cylinder there is a single control that sends a control signal to an interconnection card to allow the simultaneous
operation of the different cylinders, relating to the electro-valve filling connection, drain pump.

IMPORTANT CAUTION: Before connecting the water pipe to the unit, open the water source and let water run for a few
minutes to clean the pipe of any impurities that may clog the fill or drain valves, or that may cause damage to the
electrodes.

The humidifier is controlled by a system that automatically loads water into the drum, measures the conductivity of the
water and, based on the current flowing through the electrodes, adds or drains water to work with the necessary electric
current, in case the water is not adequate, lights will turn on (see table of faults) that will indicate what is the
inconvenience.

This control is also responsible for cleaning the electrodes by circulating water (at that time does not humidify).

The electrodes deteriorate with the use, the time depends on the frequency with which it is used and with the type of
water, working with water of quality as we explain later the useful life of them will be greater.

The parameters that water must have for the proper functioning of the humidifier is:
15 to 40 French Degrees 1 **
125 to 1250 micro Siemens 2 **

Be careful with treated water, because in the treatment calcium and magnesium are exchanged for sodium, this makes
the water less hard but it is not good for the conductivity of the electrodes, on the contrary you can spend them quickly and
even break them in a matter of hours .
Well water or running water is the most recommended.
Do not use demineralized water.

1 ** The French degree is used to measure the hardness of water, equivalent to 10 mg / L of calcium carbonate in water
2 ** It is called Siemens (Electrical Conductance), symbol (S) to the unit for the measurement of electrical Conductivity.
This unit is also called mho, reverse word of ohm or Ohm, because the conductance is the inverse of the electrical
resistance

LED signals
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Water supply

Medium - High conductivity limit values for submerged electrode humidifiers

Limits
Min Max

Hydrogen ions pH 7 8.5
Specific conductivity at 20 ° C σR, 20 °C – μS / cm 300 1250
Total dissolved solids TDS – mg / l 1* 1*
Dry waste at 180 ° C R180 - mg / l 1* 1*
Total hardness TH - mg / l  CaCO3 100 - 2* 400
Temporary hardness mg / l  CaCO3 60 - 3* 300
Iron + Magnesium mg / l  Fe + Mn 0 0.2
Chlorides ppm Cl 0 30
Silicon dioxide mg / l  SiO2 0 20
Residual chlorine mg / l  Cl - 0 0.2
Calcium sulfate mg / l  CaSO4 0 100
Metallic impurities mg / l 0 0
Solvents, thinners, soaps, lubricants mg / l 0 0

Water supply Medium
Low conductivity limit values for submerged electrode humidifiers

Limits
Min Max

Hydrogen ions pH 7 8.5
Specific conductivity at 20 ° C σR, 20 °C – μS / cm 125 500
Total dissolved solids TDS – mg / l 1* 1*
Dry waste at 180 ° C R180 – mg / l 1* 1*
Total hardness TH – mg / l CaCO3 50 - 2* 250
Temporary hardness mg / l CaCO3 30 - 3* 150
Iron + Magnesium mg / l Fe + Mn 0 0.2
Chlorides ppm Cl 0 20
Silicon dioxide mg / l  SiO2 0 20
Residual chlorine mg / l  Cl- 0 0.2
Calcium sulfate mg / l CaSO4 0 60
Metallic impurities mg / l 0 0
Solvents, thinners, soaps, lubricants mg / l 0 0

1*- Values that depend on the specific conductivity; in general: TDS ≅ 0.93 * σ20; R180 ≅ 0.65 * σ 20
2*- Not less than 200% of the chloride contained in mg / l of Cl
3*- Not less than 300% of the chloride contained in mg / l of C

CAUTION

Required wáter flow: 36  l / h
Operation pressure límits: 1 – 8 bar
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Humidifier Troubleshooting

Red LED
on board description cause solution reset

(press)

alarm
relay

activation
action

2 fast flashes Excess electrode
current: current>
maximum limits

Conductivity of
the water too high,
errata configuration
TAM

The water conductivity must
be between 75 and1250
μS/cm. Softening the water
may worsen the problem

AUTO yes humidif.
stopped

TAM electrical
circuit not
configured
correctly

Switch unit off and
configure TAM jumper.
Switch unit on and check if
the alarm is repeated.

Malfunction in
the TAM electrical
circuit

Check the correct
operation of the TAM
circuit:
1. Check the signal
generated by the TAM: this
must be between 0-2 Vac.
2. Check the correct
connection between the
TAM and the board: restore
the connection  if necessary.
3. Replace the TAM. 4.
Replace the board

3 fast flashes Internal memory
error

The software or
the configuration
parameters are
corrupted.

Download the correct
configuration via humiSet;
replace the board.

- yes humidif.
stopped

4 fast flashes Configuration
parameter error.

The configuration
parameters are
corrupted

- yes humidif.
stopped

5 fast flashes Conductivity of the
water too high. The
alarm occurs:
• After 1 hour if
conductivity > b6
for more than 1
hour,
OR
• Immediately  if
conductivity > 3x b6

High water
conductivity alarm
threshold.

Increase the high water
conductivity alarm
threshold with parameter
“b6”.

AUTO yes signal
only
humidif.
stopped

Conductivity of the
water higher than
1250 μS/cm.

Treat the supply water
with RO and ensure the
minimum supply water
requirements (see the KUE
manual)  .
The water conductivity
must be between 75 and
1250 μS/cm. Softening
the water may worsen the
problem.

Conductivity
probes short-
circuited.

Clean the probes

Malfunction in the
conductivity meter
electrical circuit

a. Check the correct
operation of the
conductivity meter
electrical circuit:
1. Check the electrical
connections between the
conductivity meter and
the board: if necessary,
restore the connection.
2. Replace the conductivity
meter/fill tank.
3. Replace the board.
4. Replace the board..

Red LED on
board  (if terminal
not connected)
(*)

description cause solution reset
(press)

alarm relay
activation

action

6 fast flashes memory backup
fails

internal memory
error

if the problem  persists,
contact the CAREL service
center

-- no signal
only

7 fast flashes Maintenance time
expired. This is
displayed when:
hour counter >
bb (default 3000
hours).

Maintenance time
expired.

Replace /clean the
cylinder, then set the hour
counter to zero via RS485.

ESC no signal
only

8 fast flashes Life timer expired.
This is displayed
when the hour
counter> 1.5xbb
(default 1.5x3000 =
4500 h)

Life timer expired. Replace /clean the
cylinder, then set the hour
counter to zero.

counter
reste

yes humidif.
stopped
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2 slow flashes serial disconnected Cable broken /
disconnected / not
properly connected
after the previous
set.

check the connection
of electricity and their
supervisor

AUTO si humidif.
stopped
if
enabling
(see “I”
62)

3 slow flashes No supply water:
the humidifier tries
to add water but
the level inside
the cylinder does
not increase at the
expected speed
(the level of water
is estimated by
the TAM electrical
circuit).

Low supply water
pressure.

The water supply pressure
must be between 0.1 and
0.8 MPa (1-8 bars).

automatic
(after 10
minute
delay)

yes
(in 10
minute
delay )

humidif.
stopped
only
for 10
minutes

Steam hose bent,
choked or blocked
by condensate: this
may cause high
backpressure that
prevents the water
from being filled
into the cylinder

Check and reposition/
replace

Excessive
backpressure in the
hoses

To check  this, switch  the
unit off, remove  the steam
hose from the cylinder
and switch the unit on:
fill water into the cylinder,
then reconnect the steam
hose.

Internal fill hoses
bent, choked or
blocked

Check and reposition /
clean/replace

The drain valve
leaks

Check and clean

Fill valve blocked or
malfunctioning.

Check the correct
operation of the fill valve:
1. Switch the unit off and
on again: can the noise
of the valve opening be
heard? YES: go to “2”; NO:
go to “3”.
2. Clean/replace. If the
internal flow limiter,
installed at the valve
outlet, is detached from
the valve, the water may
flow directly to the drain
through the fill tank as
the flow-rate is too high.
If this is the case, replace
the valve.
3. Replace the board.

Red LED on
board  (if terminal
not connected)
(*)

description cause solution reset
(press)

alarm relay
activation

action

4 slow flashes Low steam flow-rate
during reduced
production. The
steam flow-rate is
estimated by the
TAM circuit

Conductivity of
the mains water
too low.

The water conductivity
must be between 75
and1250 μS/cm.

ESC yes humidif.
stopped

Too much foam in
the cylinder.

Perform the pre-wash (see
“Advanced functions”)

Excess scale in the
cylinder.

Clean/replace the cylinder.

TAM electrical
circuit not config.
correctly. See solution to EF (relating to

TAM electrical circuit
not configured)Malfunction in

the TAM electrical
circuit.

5 slow flashes Drain problem Check the drain pump and
fill connection

ESC yes humidif.
stopped

Check that the drain valve
is working correctly:
1. Switch unit off;
2. short-circuit M2.5 with
M2.6;
3. switch unit on;
4. can noise of the drain
valve opening be heard?
YES: remove drain valve
and clean; NO: replace
the valve.

Manifold blocked Remove cylinder and valve
and clean manifold.

Cylinderfilter
blocked

Replace the cylinder.

6 slow flashes The cylinder requires
maintenance due to
the accumulation
of lime scale. The
“Cylinder almost
depleted” and
“Cylinder depleted”
warnings can be
disabled by b1-
parameter

The lime scale
limits steam
production.

Routine maintenance:
check the correct
operation of the cylinder,
clean it and, if necessary,
replace  it.

ESC no signal
only
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7 slow flashes External control
signal not
connected correctly
(2-10V only); or - for
control via serial
(variable I62 bit2=1)
- no data over 485
serial connection
(cable probably
disconnected).

Cable broken/
disconnected/
not connected
correctly.

Check and connect
correctly.

ESC yes humidif.
stopped

Incorrect voltage
of external control
signal.

Set A0 =1; based on
external signal
set A2 = 0: 0-1V, A2=1
0-10V, A2=2 2-10V, A2=3
0-20mA, A2=4 4-20mA

8 slow flashes High water
level without
humidification
demand. Alarm
ON if the water
reaches the high
level electrodes
when the humidifier
is shutdown or
disabled (contactor
open, fill & drain
valves closed)

Leaks from the fill
valve.

Check for any leaks from
the fill valve and clean/
replace

AUTO yes humidif.
stopped

High level sensor
short-circuited.

If possible, open the
cylinder and clean it.

Malfunction of the
high level sensor
electrical  circuit  .

Make sure the electrical
connections between
the sensor and the board
are correct: reconnect  if
necessary or replace the
board.

Red LED on
board  (if terminal
not connected)
(*)

description cause solution reset
(press)

alarm relay
activation

action

9 slow flashes Foam Lubricants, solvents,
detergents in the
supply water (at
times the water
hoses are dirty after
installation).

Wash all water supply
hoses thoroughly. The
water conductivity must
be between 75 and1250
μS/cm. Softening the
water may worsen the
problem.

ESC no signal
only

Softened water.
High level sensor
short-circuited.

If possible, open the
cylinder and clean it.

Malfunction of the
high level sensor
electrical circuit.

Make sure the electrical
connections between
the sensor and the board
are correct;  if necessary
replace the board

10 slow flashes Cylinder depleted.
The alarm is
displayed when the
cylinder is almost
depleted - and
production cannot
satisfy demand
within 3 hours from
the cylinder almost
depleted warning.
The “Cylinder almost
depleted” and
“Cylinder depleted”
warnings can be
disabled by   b1-
parameter.

The cylinder is full
of flakes.

Replace the cylinder -- no signal
only

none Cylinder cleaning
phase started
signal

-- -- --

none Cylinder drain in
progress

-- -- --

(both codes
displayed
alternating)

Complete drain
due to
inactivity

-- --

none Antifoam active -- -- --

To reset the alarms, press ESC once to mute the buzzer, press ESC a second time to reset the alarm itself.
Fast flash: 0.2 seconds  ON and 0.2 seconds OFF
Para resetear las alarmas, presionar ESC, una vez silenciado el sonido, presionar ESC nuevamente.
Pulsos rápidos: Leds On/Off en intervalos de 0,2 segundos.
Pulsos lentos: Leds On/Off en intervalos de 1 segundo.
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Drain Pump (Optional)
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

PROBLEMS OR
SYMPTOMS CAUSES TROUBLESHOOTING

Unit does not
work

1. - Power supply problem.

1. - Main Switch shut down (Off).
Switches and/or or actuated external fuses.
Loose cables and/or terminals.
Missing phase or bad neutral wiring, or two equal

phases.
2. - Room temperature lower than set-
point adjustment of Controller.

2 Add charge to the room or wait until room temperature
increases

3. - Shut down due to low pressure
switch.

3. - Check for cooling gas leaks.
Change clogged air filters
Check evaporator motor: burnt or locked.

4. - Shut down due to high pressure
switch

4. - Condenser motor locked or burnt.
Dirty condenser coil or with lumps
Excess gas, added in previous repair.

5. - Electrical wiring error 5. - Check electric wiring of assembly again
6. - No supply voltage reaches the

Controller
6. - Transformer is burnt or if DC to controller, key
switched off.

System
operates

continuou
sly and

insufficie
ntly.

1. - The unit is not enough to cool the
room.

1. - Make a heat balance, determine capacity to be
added.

2.- Damaged component malfunction.
2. - Replace damaged switches, adjust loose blowers,

clean dirty coils.

3 - Gas leaks
3. - Repair gas leaks, install and/or adjust service valve

caps and nuts. Charge additional gas.
4. - Defective compressor 4. - Replace compressor.
5. - Clogged air filter, low performance
(lack of air)

5. - Replace air filter.

Thermal
relays

of contactors
are actuated

1. - Inappropriate wiring for power
consumption

1. - Replace cable section.

2. - Defective motors and/or compressors 3.- Replace them
3.-Low voltage (10% lower than nominal
voltage)

4. - Manage troubleshooting.

Water inside
unit.

1. Drain pipe clogged and    overflowing
into drain pan.

1.- Clean drain pipe.

Failure outputs are two relays which are always connected (on). Upon a failure, they change their status. If the PLC is
switched off, they also change their status because they are disconnected (off).

"Not Urgent" output is switched off with any failure.
"Urgent" output is switched off when two or more units have an alarm.
.
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PLC Electrical connection diagram with remote display
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IW-005/006 Control Electrical Diagram
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IW-005 Power Electrical Diagram
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IW-006 Power Electrical Diagram
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IW-005 Power Electrical Diagram - no humidifier - no resistors - Ext. Digital Comp.
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IW-005 Power Electrical Diagram - with or without  humidifier - Ext. Digital Comp.
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IW-005 Control Electrical Diagram - with or without humidifier - Ext. Digital Comp.
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